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THE CHALLENGE
INCREASING CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS

THE SERVICE CHALLENGE

Customers view their oilfield experience today in the context of all other consumer experiences

1

Gathering relevant market intelligence to better target
and segment the market

2
3

Increasing reach and finding innovative ways to better
engage customers

4

Equipping your team with insight & tools to grow
advocacy and, ultimately, revenue

Providing a consistent, streamlined experience

Delivering an exceptional experience in today’s complex and changing environment requires a disciplined approach.
Winning organizations need a deep understanding of customers needs and expectations – which are increasingly being
shaped by experiences outside of their role as decision maker, but as consumer.
www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas

EVOLUTION of “VOICE OF THE CUSTOMER”
Are you evolving your VOC approach?

Enchantment
Loyalty
Satisfaction
Market Response

Sales-focus

We offer something,
customers tell us they
like it

We measure
their satisfaction
with the offer

They’re satisfied and
likely to recommend

We delivered a holistic
experience so exceptional that
they go out of their way to
support us – and we can
monitor in real-time

We’re generating enough
sales to produce a profit

www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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BUILDING EMPATHY

Are you considering 2 types of needs?

Functional
Familiarity with the
Company/Product

Emotional
Confidence
in the Team
Problems

Access to Information

Technical Fit

Anticipated
Feeling Listened To
Personalized

Proposal Response

Cost Impact on Project
Estimates

Approach

Helps Advance Career

www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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OUR SOLUTION
HOLISTIC EXPERIENCE MANAGEMENT

OUR VIEW
Set, Met, Reinforced – The Key to Experience Management
We believe that culture and your brand
promise are linked through the experience
delivered.

Leaders translate customer expectations to
the organization, assign priorities and
reinforce expected behaviors.
We intentionally examine the differences
between functional needs (what is done)
with emotional needs (how customers feel
about the interactions).
Alignment with expectations creates an
exceptional experience and a sustainable
competitive advantage.
www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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ESSENTIAL TOOL
Using an experience map to guide insight development…and action

Activities Related
to OFS Selection

Completing the Well

Planning
•
•

Asset development
program
Current well plan

•

Requirements defined

•

Risk assessment

•
•

Evaluation of prior projects
Familiarity with solutions

Transition

Continued Engagement

Completion

Monitoring

ACTIVITIES
•

Subsurface

•

Drilling

•

Operations

•

Upper Completion
Interfaces

•

Completions TA/Project
Team

•

Preparation/
configuration

•
•

Rig site personnel
Equipment reliability,
predictability,
flexibility

•
•
•
•

Post-Job

Desired engagement
level
Well performance
and optimization

•

Advocacy behavior (NPS, reselection, scope expansion)

•
•

Collaborative decisions
Pain point resolution

ST/LT data needs
Remote ops

•

Lessons Learned

•

Corporate and Industry
sharing

•

Near-time satisfaction
measurement and after-action
reviews

•

Asset lifecycle monitoring for
remarketing

•

Enable collaboration with
production

•

Clearer links to KPIs in near-time
reporting

POTENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGAGEMENT
•

Paid / Earned / Owned Marketing
Communications

•

Lower completion tools
selection method selection

•

Business tools / devices

•

Cost calculators

•

Education

•

Offset well data

•

Tools not designed for land
(unconventional) wells

•

Managing multiple databases
interfaces

•

Address iterations between
functional disciplines being
inefficient

•

Provide time needed to plan for
land wells

Opportunistic Touchpoints

•

On-site and virtual delivery

•

Activity monitoring

•

Peer2Peer, Management
Communication Tools

•

Tool performance monitoring

•

Demonstrate operational outcomes

Wellsite engineers and OOEs

•

Data Interpretation

•

Key Performance Indicators and
Scorecard

•

Defined Touchpoints

Voluntary Touchpoints
www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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MAIN TYPES OF IMPROVEMENT

Cross-functional workshops focused on engaging your teams to design and own the solution

Care

Coordination

Communication

Expected behaviors required to
create lasting impressions

Processes and technology to
increase efficiency

Message and conversation
mapping at various key moments
of truth

Our workshops facilitate cross-functional teams to create long-lasting outputs and maximize buy-in for sustainable
change. We engage internal stakeholders around expected behaviors, process improvements, and communication and
bring successful frameworks and industry knowledge to ensure a successful, additive outcome.
www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas

EXAMPLES OF REDESIGN
Planning, executing and measurement within each

Communications

Competencies

Cultural
Norms

Organizational

Role,
Responsibilities,
Authority

Structure

We will focus on how the organization can meet the new
expectations: Attitudes, Beliefs, Behaviors

Operational

Policy

Performance
Metrics

Work Flows
Within

Tools &
Technology

We will focus on how to optimize the functional activities and
technologies to support the ideal experience.

Integration
Between

www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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BUILDING OPERATIONAL DISCIPLINE
Ensuring all four conditions are met for sustainable behavior change

If Operational Discipline is doing the right thing, then all employees must:
Know what the right
thing is

Want to do the right thing

Be able to do the
right thing

Be recognized for
doing the right thing

Example Limitations
•

•

Broken link between Organizational
Discipline and how it will impact
performance (why it’s important)
Manager vs. Front-Line friction
discourages commitment beyond
compliance

•

Individual goals not aligned to
desired culture

•

Employees don’t see their leaders
setting examples

•

Current vision for Operational
Discipline is often academic and too
general for the front-line to identify
with

•

Managers lack good examples of
leadership

•

Lack of leadership training in
transformational change and
behavior modification

•

Initiative and task overload

•

Indecisiveness

•

Have clearly defined objectives,
plans, tasks and procedures to
execute

•

Reward mechanisms not aligned to
desired behaviors

•

Culture of compliance (not
commitment)

•

Employees can be reprimanded for
doing the right thing (Stop Work
example)

Where do you experience limitations?
www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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APPROACH
How Organizations Transform Themselves

to Become More Customer-Centric

CAPABILITIES TO DESIGN THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
A sustainable, transformative and effective implementation process

Envision
A clear vision of the future
state

Engage
The vision is translated into operational
and organizational changes

Energize

Enable

The organization is motivated and
mobilized to adopt the new design

The new experience is ingrained

Capabilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding customer needs – both functional and emotional
Defining the ideal customer experience
Culture alignment and enhancement
Development of efficient operational structures
Standing up new organizations
Development and implementation
Evaluation of functions, programs and departments
Application of Lean Quality principles to improve organizational performance
Modeling customer acquisition and churn
www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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TRANSFORMING THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Endeavor has a rich toolkit to design and operationalize the ideal customer experience

ENVISION
A clear vision of the future state

ENGAGE

ENERGIZE

The vision is translated into operational
and organizational changes

ENABLE
The new experience is ingrained

The organization is motivated and
mobilized to adopt the new design

Developing a compelling business Case

Redesigning the current experience

Communicating the vision

Long-term Implementation Plan

•

Stakeholder identification

•

Expected behaviors workshops

•

•

Identify additional areas / functions

•

Success workshops (outcomes and
benefits)

•

Process mapping workshops

Internal communications strategy and
plan

•

•

Implement transformation
progress dashboard

Define the organizational process
to implementing changes (competency
transfer)

•

Build a communications
feedback network

•

On-going leadership messaging

•

Design performance management process

•

Progress and results metrics

•

Financial and resourcing plan

•

Conversation and message mapping
workshops

Assessing Change Readiness

Establishing governance

•

Competency

•

Charter program team

•

Capacity

Decision making process

•

Run-the-business / Change-the-business
priorities

•

•
•
•

Risk management strategy

•

Leading and lagging KPIs for dashboard
Experience mapping interviews (VOC)

•

Define segments and create personas

•

Blueprint for the future

Fatigue

Leading the transformation
•

Leadership alignment workshop with
blueprint for the future

•

Change leadership coaching

Understanding the current experience
•

Commitment

•

Implement a cultural champions network
(attitudes, beliefs, behaviors)

Reinforcing the desired experience

Experience Sustainability Plan (concurrent)

•

Highlight positive movements or changes

•

•

Showcase model behaviors, attitudes,
beliefs

Define new employee/ team on-boarding
process

•

Define reinforcement / refresh activities

•

Reward and recognition systems

Knowledge Transfer

•

Training

•

Rapid cycle through experience design

Monitoring changes in experience delivery

•

Adaptations for specific needs

•

Conduct facilitated observations

•

Sync up the tracking with pilot

•

Pilot / Implement key elements of the
ideal experience

Long-term Sustainability Measurement

•

Positive change case studies

•

Test and refine rollout

•

Establish experience monitoring and
feedback “dashboard”

•

Model churn / establish personalization
systems

www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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PROCESS
The Sequence of Activities We Work Together

ENVISION (1)

Ensuring Team Alignment and Shared Understanding

Information Review, KPIs, Roadmaps
We will conduct the project kick off meeting virtually with your
core team. Our preparatory offline activities will primarily
focus on background discussions and document review. These
activities are important for our team and yours to establish a
common basis of understanding regarding your path to date
and plans for the future.
Using our previous research as a foundation, we will facilitate a
senior leader workshop to define the desired end state. This 23 hour session will focus on the consumer experience, but can
expand to include other related components.
This group will play a key role is prioritizing the key processes it
sees as improvement opportunities – we will guide the
workshops in that direction.
We will also translate this vision into key performance
indicators (KPIs). We will use a 2 hour workshop to modify our
foundational document which includes a range of KPI
categories from strategic impact to initiative performance. This
workshop will also include discussions regarding resourcing
this effort moving forward.

Deliverables Include
• Kick off and project alignment meeting agenda and action
items
• Information review (summary of our prior work and new
insights)
• Technology roadmap review and commentary
• Communications review (existing consumers, related to this
phase of the experience)
• CLEAR (Culture, Leadership & Employee Requirements)
• Blueprint for the future
• KPI template
• Run-the-business / change-the-business priorities list
• Risk management strategy

Finally, with your core team, we will lead a ½ day session to
finalize the workplan. This will include RTB/CTB priorities and
how we will manage risks.
www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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ENVISION (2)

Putting VOC into the Process

Understanding Customer Needs

Deliverables Include

Through a series of small group interviews, these guided
processes will ensure that stakeholder feedback is
incorporated into the concept.

• Discussion guides for your review and approval

For customers, we recommend including multiple participants
(usually 3-4) to ensure a wide representation of opinion.

• Anonymous verbatim transcripts

Internal interviews are often helpful as well. These would
include local operations and sales (separate, small groups), but
could also include executives (1:1 in-depth interviews). While
the focus of each of these discussions might vary, the common
objectives are to ensure their buy-in by including their
perspectives as the experience is refined and later launched.

• On-site Interviewing, including international travel
• Themes report supported by verbatim comments

• Experience map refinement

www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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ENGAGE (1)
Designing the Ideal Experience with Front-Line Staff

Workshops for Action
We bring successful frameworks and industry knowledge to the
workshops to ensure a successful, additive outcome. Our workshops are
designed to facilitate cross functional teams to create long-lasting
outputs and to maximize buy-in for sustainable change. These
workshops are critical for bridging the gap between insights and
implementation.

Activities Include

• Expected behaviors workshop (Care)
• Process improvement - mapping workshops (Coordination)
• Message mapping workshops (Sales and Marketing Communication)

We will provide at least one facilitator for each on-site session. Prior to
each session, we will develop an agenda, invitation messaging and other
materials. We will rely on your team for recruitment, the venue and onsite materials.
Throughout each workshop, we will integrate key themes of change
leadership. This informal “coaching” will serve to create change
champions of key workshop participants.
The composition of each workshop will vary based on the topical area,
so we’ve described each in the slides that follow.

www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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CARE WORKSHOP
Defining Expected Behaviors

Workshops for Action - Care
The “Care” workshops focus on creating a shared set of expected
behaviors. These will range from functional to emotional. The
outcome of this workshop is to define, based on research and group
input, the items that will be consistently delivered. The facilitation will
include statement feedback based on the “we will always” and then
having the group prioritize the statements. Groups will be asked to
commit to several.

Example(s)

Phase
PLANNING

This workshop includes the widest variety and number of team
members: Up to 30. By including cross functional teams to create the
expected behaviors, there is a higher level of accountability and buy in
over time. In addition, these start to reflect the culture from the
bottom-up.
The agenda will include a brief overview of the current situation,
including research findings, then a series of table breakouts. Table
members will define a list of statements, reflective of the functional
and emotional needs related to customers. Each breakout group then
presents its output to the rest of the attendees for further input and
to build alignment.

Aligns with
phase in the
experience

Ideal
Outcome
“My time is
respected.”

Expected
Behaviors
We will
always
provide
customers
with an
option for
agenda
setting.

Link to KPIs
Response time
Customer satisfaction
NPS

Moments of truth to
ensure a successful
outcome

www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas

Aligns with
strategic goals
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COORDINATION WORKSHOPS
Defining the Current and Desired Future State

Workshops for Action - Coordination

Example(s)

Our first workshop will identify key processes related to delivering
services. Processes might include proposal development, follow-up
after service, project specific communications, etc.. This initial activity
can be done with your core team. The outcome is a prioritized list of
processes to address in these workshops. This aligns with lean process
as we examine impact and ease of implementation.
The next workshop will be to define/confirm the current state.
Through “homework” and a shorter session, we will obtain the input
needed to document current, high priority processes. This will
accelerate and focus the discussion regarding necessary changes to
better meet customer needs and embrace your technology tools.
Finally, the longer session will serve to map the desired future state
processes. This workshop typically includes those responsible for
service delivery, but we highly recommend including front line
representatives. Participants will be led through activities to re-design
core processes and identify requirements to implement each change.
Our focus in these workshops will only address high priority processes
and will be limited to the timing we’ve listed. At your option, we can
scope additional workshops.
www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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COMMUNICATION WORKSHOPS
Message and Conversation Mapping

Ensure Message Consistency

Example(s)

We will facilitate a workshop to craft consistent messages for front-line
staff, across touchpoints and service areas.
We will use a Message Map as the framework, so that messages will be
driven by the brand strategy and your vision, but also serve the purpose
of reinforcing key initiatives and taking action on research findings.
Activities will include introduction and purpose, brief of research
findings, creation of a master message map (including development of
messages for each audience), prioritization and identification of key
touchpoints, and action items for rollout.

www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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ENERGIZE
Conveying the reasons and need for change

Communicate the Vision

Example(s)

These activities will be important to achieve consistency across multiple
access-related touchpoints and amongst practices. We will use these
outputs as an example to introduce the entire consumerism shift to the
all internal stakeholders.
We will work with the core team to craft the communications out to nonparticipating staff and other practices. Using a variety of tools such as
stakeholder analysis and message mapping, we will identify the
stakeholder groups, key needs, and desired changes.
Within the stakeholder analysis, we will also identify individuals who will
serve as listening / feedback posts in a program feedback network to
monitor progress toward the ideal.
We will also provide feedback on your reward and recognition programs
as requested.
We will also discuss updates the previously defined KPIs and provide a
simple XLS for tracking.
We will lead this ½ day session with the core team following the
workshops to document these stakeholders, channels and messages.
Your team will use this output to finalize the plan and materials.

www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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ENABLE
Sustaining and advancing the change

Translate the Vision
•

This is a recap workshop with the core team. This is step is designed to
ensure that timing and accountabilities are properly defined so that both
the desired experience in your area is seen, and that it also serves as an
example for other practices, and/or customer segments.

•

We organize all workshop input into a framework for action planning.
Together, we will review, adjust and ask team members to define areas of
responsibility. In addition, resource requirements will be identified.

•

The deliverable is a framework for your long-term implementation plan,
including a comprehensive document outlining all areas and
responsibilities.

•

We will use this activity identify other aspects of the consumer journey
and service lines in which to implement this operationalization approach.
Future activities may be somewhat more streamlined, but will follow the
same process. Our intent will be to translate these tools to your team as
we continue the process with increasingly limited support from us (e.g.,
demonstrate/co-lead/observe).

Example(s)

www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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ABOUT
US
Our Qualifications

OUR FIT
Insights + Expertise = Practical Strategies

Industry Expertise

Research-Driven Insights

We have been working with oilfield
service companies on customer
satisfaction measurement for over 50
years.

Use of proven research tools and
frameworks for brand, experience,
culture and operations management
across industries.

In addition, our customer experience
projects have run the spectrum from
brand strategy and product launches to
establishing up new companies.

A 50+ year heritage of research
innovation to drive strategic decisionmaking.

Proven record of transforming an
organization’s ability to sustain
extraordinary levels of performance
We also provide unique industry
insights via our oil & gas expert advisory
group which includes almost 150
individuals with former operator and
oilfield service company leaders.

Best practices developed with global
leaders in the oil & gas industry.

Current and Former Clients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Baker Hughes, a GE company
Halliburton
National Oilwell Varco
QMAX
Schlumberger
Superior Energy
Tenaris
Tyco Oil & Gas
Weatherford

We appreciate the unique needs of oilfield product and service companies. With much more at stake in every single interaction with customers, understanding
their decision factors and aligning your experience to it is paramount. We have designed this approach based on our extensive experience working with many
other global oilfield service providers with similar objectives.
www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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ABOUT ENDEAVOR MANAGEMENT
Endeavor Management is a management consulting firm that leads clients to achieve
real value from their strategic transformational initiatives. We serve as a catalyst by
providing the energy to maintain the dual perspective of running the business while
changing the business through the application of key leadership principles and business
strategy.
In 2012, Gelb Consulting became an Endeavor Management Company. Our combined
experience (Gelb founded in 1965) offers clients unique capabilities to focus their
strategic initiatives with a thorough understanding of customer needs to drive
marketing strategies, build trusted brands, deliver exceptional customer experiences
and launch new products. Our experienced consultants and analysts use advanced
marketing research techniques to identify customer needs and spot high potential
market opportunities.
The firm’s 50+ year heritage has produced a substantial portfolio of proven
methodologies, enabling Endeavor consultants to deliver top-tier transformational
strategies, operational excellence, organizational change management, leadership
development and decision support. Endeavor’s deep operational insight and broad
industry experience enables our team to quickly understand the dynamics of client
companies and markets.
Endeavor strives to collaborate effectively at all levels of the client organization to
deliver targeted outcomes and achieve real results. Our collaborative approach also
enables clients to build capabilities within their own organizations to sustain enduring
relationships.
www.endeavormgmt.com/oil-and-gas
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